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Read and undeRstand all instRuctions and waRnings pRioR  
to installation of system and opeRation of vehicle.

Part#: 55364
Product: dual steering stabilizer
Application: 1999-2004 f250/f350 super duty, 1999-2004 excursion

safety waRning  BDS Suspension Co. recom-
mends this system be installed by a professional techni-
cian. In addition to these instructions, professional knowl-
edge of disassembly/ reassembly procedures and post 
installation checks must be known.

installation instRuctions
1. Raise vehicle and support the frame with jack stands. 

Turn the wheels so they are straight ahead.

2. Remove the OE steering stabilizer from the OE 
mounting bracket on the tie rod. Remove the mounting 
bracket from the tie rod.

3. Loosen and rotate the tie rod adjusting sleeve clamps on both sides so the bolts are face up and the clamps are 
facing toward the front of the vehicle. This will provide clearance under the tie rod for the stabilizer cylinders. Do not 
tighten hardware at this time. The clamps may need to be adjusted further to provide adequate clearance.

4. Cut the OE passenger’s side stabilizer mount at the dotted line shown in figure 1. This leaves a flat mount with a 
hole.

Fig 1

5. Remove the nuts from the driver’s side front U-bolt. Install the supplied mounting bracket on the u-bolt so the tab is 
pointing toward the front of the vehicle and secure with original nuts and washers (Fig. 2). Torque nuts to 100 - 120 
ft-lbs.
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paRts list
Part # Qty Description
 1 Center Support Bracket
 1 U-bolt Mount Plate 
 3 5/16”x1-1/2”x2-1/4” U-bolts 
 4 5/16”-18 Torque Prevailing Nuts
 4 ¼” USS Washers 
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Fig 2

6. Mount the new tie rod bracket to the underside of the tie rod with the 5/16”x1-1/2”x2-1/4”u-bolts. Leave bracket 
loose so that it can be centered later (Fig. 3).

Fig 3

7. Install boots onto the cylinders (ordered separately) and install the hourglass bushings into the cylinder eyes. Attach 
the supplied mounting studs into the hourglass bushings and tighten securely with the supplied hardware.

8. Attach the body of the cylinder to the bottom side of the new tie rod bracket and secure using the supplied hardware. 
Extend the cylinders. Attach the passenger’s side to the OE mount (Fig. 4) and the driver’s side to the bottom of the 
new bracket with supplied hardware. Torque the mounting studs to 55 ft-lbs.

Fig 4

9. With the wheels facing forward, measure the cylinders. Move the tie rod bracket until the cylinders are equally 
extended. Torque tie rod bracket U-bolts to 16 ft-lbs. 

10. Perform a steering sweep to make sure that there is not interference at any point and that the cylinders don’t bottom 
out. Tighten the tie rod adjusting sleeve clamps to O.E. specifications.

11. Periodically inspect the assembly for tightness.


